RIDDLE PUZZLES
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Use number names to solve the riddle!
1. t o 2. fort 3. eight 4. three Fact: nectarine
No nth Letter Matches! Left = 1 matches. Right = 0. Total = 1 matches.

What is a
e
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1. There are some bags of blocks. Each bag has 7 blocks. There are 14
blocks in all. How man bags of blocks are there?
_________________

What is the fi

letter in o r ans er?

1

2. There are 5 sacks of hats. There are 8 hats in each sack. How man
hats are there in all?
_________________

What is the hi d letter in o r ans er?

2

3. There are 4 bo es of balls. Each bo has the same number of balls.
There are 32 balls in all. How man balls are in each bo ?
_________________

What is the ec nd letter in o r ans er?

3

4. There are some tra s of beads. Each tra has 7 beads. There are 21
beads in all. How man tra s of beads are there?
_________________

What is the f

h letter in o r ans er?
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WORDY WEDNESDAY™

Name:

WHO AM I?
Use the clue to figure out the answer.
Then write your answer in the box.
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Step-by-step examples at:
tangmath.com/puzzles

I have 5 hundreds.I have 2 fewer ones than tens.
I have 3 more tens than hundreds. Who am I?

I am an even number. I am greater than the
number of corners on 5 triangles and 2
rectangles. I am less than 2 rows of 13.
What number am I?

SPLIT DECISION
Choose the correct answer for each question below.

Which buys less?

Who read longer?

___ 5 dimes, 4 pennies, and
7 nickels

___ JJ read from 10:02 until 10:48.
___ Missy read from 10:12 until 10:59.

___ 5 nickels, 4 dimes, and
1 quarter
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FILL IN THE BLANK
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Use the numbers from the number bank to label
the blanks.
charts
fill in the
and fill in the blanks.

Step-by-step examples at:
tangmath.com/puzzles

Number bank:

7

14

boys

21

35

___

girls

___

___

There are ___ boys and ___ girls on the robotics team. There are ___ kids on
the team all together. There are ___ more boys than girls.

Number bank:

30

45

75 120

...

Coach Jacobs made ___ blueberry pancakes and ___ chocolate chip
pancakes for the football team. He made ___ pancakes in all. Coach Jones
made ___ fewer chocolate chip pancakes than blueberry pancakes.
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MORE or LESS
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Use the chart to answer the questions..

ants

X X X X X

bees

X X X X X X

sharks
trout

Step-by-step examples at:
tangmath.com/puzzles

X X X
X X X X X X X X X X
X = 3 animals

______ 1. How many ants?
______ 2. How many fewer sharks

than ants?
______ 3. How many more fish than

insects?
______ 4. How many animals in all?
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